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Abstract
Presently, the development of an Ontology for a particular domain is influenced by a
knowledge engineer’s intervention and extent of knowledge in that domain. In
general, ontologies are created by domain experts who use domain-specific
approaches to generate taxonomies from different knowledge sources. Therefore, due
to the manual aspects of Ontology creation, validation and updation, and the absence
of a comprehensive and automated standard methodology for Ontology Engineering,
there is significantly low and ineffective adoption of Ontologies in emerging AI
applications. This paper describes on-going research to utilise Machine Learning
Algorithms for domain-specific automatic generation and continuous updation of
Ontologies. The proposed approach involves the development of four novel
algorithms for automatic generation of ontology which offer cost- and time-efficient
ways of automatically creating and maintaining Ontologies.bstract should be times
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developing and introducing new techniques for watermark embedding and detection.
Experimental results show that the embedded watermark is transparent and quite
robust in face of various watermark images at high compression ratios and provides
good results in terms of imperceptibility.
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INTRODUCTION
An ontology, in computer science, is “a formal, explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization” [1]. An ontology can be employed for domain modelling and to
support entity analysis [2].A closer examination of the elements of the definition
reveals that a conceptualization is basically a depiction of a particular domain with
regard to theories and associations, which facilitates analysis of the domain.
Moreover, a concept is not simply a term or tag of an entity. Instead, it offers a
description of the entity which permits recognition of whether or not an object or
occurrence is an illustration of the entity being considered. Also, a concept specifies
the entity’s associations with other entities in the setting and the rules that are
applicable for all occurrences of a specific entity. Explicit specification indicates that
the definition of concepts is performed through a group of statements that are
comprehensible to both machines and humans. Thus, an ontology has an implication
and can be utilised independent of the system for which it was developed. In practice,
formal implies that a logic-based language is used to encode the specification thus
allowing automatic inquiry and evolution of novel information. A hierarchy of
concepts comprises the nucleus of a formal ontology. The final aspect of the
definition, shared, signifies that the principal stimulus for the definition of ontology is
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to enable sharing and reuse of knowledge [3].. The typical elements of an ontology are
individuals (or instances), concepts (or classes), attributes, and relationships [4].
Ontologies are of great significance in the Semantic
Semantic Web as they are used for
knowledge representation. On the other hand, ontology engineers are greatly helped
by Ontology learning (OL) to develop their own ontologies for a specific domain. OL
encompasses different activities, namely: “ontology import,
import, extraction, pruning,
refinement, and evaluation” [5].. Ontologies also play a significant role in emerging
technology trends such as Artificial Intelligence, Natural Language Processing,
Internet of Things, and Machine-to-Machine
Machine Machine (M2M) integration. Moreover,
Moreov they have
a crucial role in user engagement and dialogue management platforms, such as
Chatbots, etc.
I. TYPES OF ONTOLOGIES
Researchers have provided different types of ontologies. For instance, Guarino[6]
Guarino
suggests four types of ontologies: top-level,
top level, domain, task, and application. Top-level
Top
ontologies are domain independent indicate common sense knowledge or very general
concepts. On the other hand, domain ontologies contain vocabulary associated with a
broad
oad domain (e.g., physics, medicine, etc.). Task ontologies indicate vocabulary
associated with a common activity or task (e.g., selling). Application ontologies
signify knowledge that depends on both task and domain. This is typically the
concentration of both task and domain ontologies.
Van Heijst, Schreiber, and Wielinga[7]provided
Wielinga provided another categorisation of ontologies
based on the conceptualisation, for example, on the extent and type of structure
(information, knowledge modelling and terminological) and on the subject
(application, domain, generic, and representation) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Different types of ontologies[7]
Another classification of ontologies is by the level of formality: informal, formal, and
semi-formal [4].. Further, ontologies can be
be classified on the basis of purpose as
classification and descriptive ontologies. The document stores in classification
ontologies are immense and grow with time on the Internet. Suitable hierarchies are
used to classify the documents on the basis of relations
relations between terms. Classification
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ontologies facilitate the searching for a document using author, title, and subject. On
the other hand, descriptive ontologies can be employed to describe all existing entities
in the real-world. These ontologies are utilised to describe DERA (i.e., Domain,
Entity, Relation, and Attribute) [8].
2.1.Importance of Domain Specific Ontologies
A domain specific ontological study gives clarification to knowledge structure. In any
domain, the ontology is the core of the system of representing information for that
domain. Without the existence of the ontology, or the conceptualizations which form
the basis of knowledge, a vocabulary of knowledge representation cannot exist.
Therefore, the first stage of creating an effective system for representation of
knowledge and vocabulary is an effective ontological study of the domain. A weak
analysis will result in knowledge bases that are incoherent[9].
For building a language of knowledge representation based on analysis, an association
of terms along with ontological concepts and relations, and creation of a syntaxfor
knowledge encoding pertaining to the concepts and relations is necessary. This
language of knowledge representation can be shared with those having similar
requirements for representing knowledge in that domain, hence negating the
requirement for repeating the process of knowledge analysis. Ontology sharing can
hence create the basis for domain specific information-representing languages. When
compared with the earlier generation of such languages (say, KL-1), these languages
have rich content besides having a many terms embodying complex constituent of the
domain[9].
Domain specific ontologies find use in the Semantic Web, Artificial Intelligence,
Systems Engineering, Biomedical Informatics, Software Engineering, Enterprise
Bookmarking, Library Science, and Information Architecture in a type of
representation of knowledge about the domain or a part of it. Creating domain
ontology is also key to defining and using a framework of enterprise architecture[10].
There are 4 groups of ontologies: static, dynamic, social and intentional[11]. A static
ontology elaborates items in existence; their attributes and the relationship with them.
Dynamic ontology explains the domain as states and their transitions including
processes. Social ontology describes social scenarios, permanent structures in an
organization or changing networks of independencies and alliances. Intentional
ontology includes the domain of agents, things wanted, believed in, proved,
disproved, and discussed about[12].
2.2.Advantages of ontologies
Rani and colleagues [4] summarised the advantages of creating an ontology as
gleaned from various sources (e.g., [13]–[16]):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An ontology provides a common vocabulary for a domain;
Ontology metadata enables easy merging and expansion of ontologies.
Content is defined unambiguously by an ontology.
Domain knowledge can be separated from operational knowledge.
An ontology enables re-use of its content.
An ontology offers ordering and structuring of its content.
Rules can be added to ontologies to infer new knowledge.
Ontologies integrate content from heterogeneous sources.
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•
•

Ontologies provide successful information distribution, and storage, and recovery
of information (text corpus).
Content sharing in an ontology takes place through agent interactions.

2.3.Challenges in Ontology Creation
However, several challenges underlie the creation and updation of ontologies. For
example, domain-specific ontologies are characterised by the need for the manual
intervention of domain experts. Moreover, the restrictions imposed by current
technology adoptions reduce the feasibility of automatic creation and updation of
ontologies.
With regard to text processing and Knowledge acquisitions, Ontology engineering
and modelling engines encounter the uphill task of dealing with vast Unstructured
texts, Multiple senses of word, Unstructured text, Ambiguity in language in question,
Multiple senses of a word, Multiple parts of speech, Lack of closed domain of lexical
categories, Noisy texts, Requirement of very large training text sets for Machine
learning algorithms, etc.
The theoretical formalism supported by the existing mechanisms of ontology creation
does not support data integration dueto heterogeneous data formats from various
sources, absence of relevancy and context sensitivity of the data. With the current
approaches, keywords extracted from various sources can be utilized to infer the
corresponding domain. However, the same keyword may lead to a different context or
domain (e.g., Balance). This issue can be addressed through application of machine
learning algorithms into Ontology Engineering to determine the correct context and
hence domain. Manual generation of machine learning from a predefined concept
hierarchy is a difficult and tedious task that often requires expert interpretation.
Consequently, automatic generation of concept hierarchy and machine learning based
Ontology Engineering from heterogeneous datasets for a domain is highly desirable.
II.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Ontologies are an important part of the Semantic Web and numerous emerging AI
applications. Using an ontology, both the client and the framework can interact with
each other in a machine-to-machine environment with the common understanding of
the domain. Despite the fact that ontology has been proposed as a vital means for
representing the real world knowledge for the construction of database designs, most
ontology developments are not performed automatically. However, the underlying
challenges in creating and updating these domain-specific ontologies such as need for
manual intervention of domain experts and the restrictions imposed by the current
technology adoptions make the tasks of automatic creation and updation of ontologies
less feasible.
Moreover, data frameworks progressively rely upon ontology to structure information
in a machine readable configuration and guarantee fast performance. Some existing
ontologies, for example, WordNet[17], Dublin Core [18], and Cyc[19] are accessible,
yet most applications require a particular domain ontology to depict concepts and
relations in that domain. Automatic Ontology Generation is a challenging task due to
the absence of structured database or domain taxonomy. Ontology development
generally relies upon domain experts, but this is lengthy and costly. While numerous
ontology tools, such as OntoEdit[20], Protege-2000 [21] and Ontolingua[22], exist
and are available to assist ontology development, the involvement of domain experts
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is still necessitated. Therefore, the automatic generation of ontology gains
significance in Semantic Web and emerging AI applications.
The fully automatic derivation of ontologies from Web sources without human review
is to date a challenging research issue as is the inability of enterprises to grow their
competitive advantage by uncovering hidden knowledge that is too complex for
human cognition. In this connection, various problems exist as mentioned below:
1. Knowledge acquisition using semantic web technologies: The available
information is diverse in terms of format, language, domain, quality, accuracy,
context, etc. However, there is no standard approach to normalize and harmonize
the knowledge representation across domains for the purpose of building relevant
ontologies.
2. Knowledge Analysis and Automatic attribute extraction: No common ontology
learning framework is presently available to extract concepts, attributes, values
and relations automatically across domains. This is due to the lack of common
ontology models and related tools and methods for ontology learning.
3. Knowledge Representation and Building relationships between entities: There is
presently no robust mechanism to automatically draw relationships and / or roles
between attributes to build domain ontology.
4. Knowledge updation (Validate and update Ontology): Before the ontology is
updated, entities and relationships (triples) need to be validated for accuracy,
logical consistency and persistency. Today, this process is dependent on experts
and extremely difficult to automate.
3.1.
Domain specific ontologies
Domain specific ontologies are created for the following purposes [23]:
1. Sharing common understanding of structures of knowledge among software
agents or users
2. Enabling reuse of knowledge of the domain
3. Making explicit domain assumptions
4. Separating operational and domain knowledge
5. Analysing knowledge of the domain
3.1.1. Challenges in Building Domain Specific Ontologies
The following are the challenges in building domain specific ontologies:
1. Insufficient coverage for limited domains: Typically, the coverage for domains
having lesser web presence is lesser than that of domains that are more popular.
2. Relational identification: Generally, the extraction relations are not spelled out in
advance. Hence, for domain specific ontologies, identifying relations needs
expertise in the domain.
3. Resolving entities: The issue of identification and grouping/linking various
manifestations/occurrences of the same real-world item is a difficult task.
4. Disambiguation of Entities: A phrase or word may imply more than one entity.
Entity disambiguation involves association of the phrase/word with the most
relevant entity.
5. Problem of temporal knowledge base: There are facts which vary with time, hence
mapping the phrase/word with the relevant entity can be an issue.
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6. Extracting values: Ontologies are generally represented in the form f triplets, i.e.
<Entity, Relationship, Entity>. The system is required to learn all possible formats
of entity/relationship to enrich the ontology.
7. Confidence of facts: There are many disputable facts which depend on the source
of information. Hence, it is often difficult to locate a unique entity if there is a
conflict.
3.2.
General ontology generation
Despite the existence of large-scale ontologies, ontology engineers, still, are required
for constructing the knowledge base and ontology for a given domain, and to update
and maintain the ontology for relevancy and currency. Ontologies constructed
manually are time-consuming, error-prone, and labour-intensive. Also, any major
delay in the updation of ontologies that results in currency issues would go to hinder
the development of the ontologies.
Ontology learning is gathering interest as an offshoot of ontological engineering
owing to the sporadic increase of web information and the advanced approaches
shared by the data retrieval, ML, and AI communities. Most current ontologies have
been manually generated. Ontology generation in this way has been the norm
undertaken by a majority of ontology engineers. An ontology could be generated in
different ways, depending on the situation. It could be created from zero, from
available ontologies, from a corpus of data, or from a combination both methods.
Several levels of automation can be deployed to generate ontologies, i.e. fully manual,
partially-automated, or fully automated. Currently, a fully automated technique
functions well only for light ontologies, that too, in a few situations only. Typical
approaches or generating ontologies are bottom-up (from specific to general) and topdown (from general to specific).
In general, the following steps are involved in automatic domain-specific ontology
extraction (Figure2).
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Figure 2. Automatic domain-specific ontology extraction
Table 1 describes the steps in detail.
Table -1 Automatic domain-specific ontology extraction
Step
Preprocessing

Description
Here, the documents are made ready for the extraction.
Several sub-phases, described below, come comprise this
phase.
1) Converting formats: Documents conversion to a more
appropriate one (say, XML) takes place.
2) Stemming: Here, terms in the analysed document are
reduced to their root form using a combination of various
algorithms.
3) Tagging parts of speech: Here, terms are marked in the
document (also multi-word terms) in a text matching with a
specific part of speech (e.g. nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc.).
4) Listing stopwords: Here, unnecessary terms not relevant
to domain are removed (e.g. conjunctions, articles, and
verbs).
5) Identifying synonymy and extracting terminology
Creating the Ontology A basic draft version of the ontology is created based on
primitive terms having simple and compound concepts.
Concept
and Various statistical and ML algorithms for data mining are
Relationship Mapping
implemented for identifying the concepts and relationships
in the created ontology. There are three major types of ML
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Step
Harmonizing

Refining
Validating

Description
algorithms: unsupervised, supervised and semi-supervised.
This is considered optional and required when a user wishes
to harmonize the ontology extracted with the knowledge
bases available. Two or more ontologies are merged in one
unique ontology for improving the available knowledge
base.
and Here, the target ontology is tuned and its evolving nature
supported. The adaptation and refining of the ontology,
keeping in view user requirements, plays an important role
in the development of the specific application and also its
continued development. The pruning of unrelated concepts
from the ontology extracted is a major step.

3.3.
Automatic Generation of Ontology
Ontologies can be built manually by knowledge engineers and domain experts.
However, this can result in long and cumbersome stages of development, growing
into a knowledge acquisition bottleneck [5]. Accordingly, an important area of
research is ontology learning. Ontology learning signifies the group of approaches and
tools utilized for developing an ontology from the basics, enhancing or modifying a
present ontology in a semi-automatic manner through the use of numerous sources of
information and knowledge [24].
Figure 3 depicts a classification of methods to ontology learning from various
perspectives [25].

Figure 3. Classification of approaches to ontology learning [25]
The lifecycle of ontology development has been considered differently by different
researchers. For example, Maedche and Staab[5] submitted that the ontology learning
process (Figure 4) was composed of: “ontology import, extraction, pruning,
refinement, and evaluation.” This framework combines machine learning with
knowledge acquisition.
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Figure 4. Ontology learning process [5]
On the other hand, Weng and colleagues [26] placed emphasis on the methods of
extraction, taking four categories into account namely, “dictionary-based, text
clustering, association rules, and knowledge base.” Further, Buitelaar and colleagues
[27] described an ontology-building process based on the “named cake model.” This
model regards ontology building as an overlay, that is, where every layer parallels a
task that permits the obtaining of an ontology element (Figure 5). Following a bottomup approach, the layers are organized as terms, synonyms, concepts, concept
hierarchy, relations, relation hierarchy, and rules.

Figure 5. Ontology Learning Layers[27]
Wang and colleagues [28] classified the approaches that can perform these tasks into
four groups based on lexical-syntactic patterns, information extraction, machine
learning, and co-occurrence analysis. Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
are generally utilized to recognize appropriate terms and their associations. A
processing phase is required by text, where tasks such as, 1) plain text extraction, 2)
text splitting into sentences, 3) stopwords elimination, 4) sentence tagging, and 5)
sentence parsing are used.
Fernandez &Ponnusamy[29] proposed an effective approach for automatic ontology
generation using behaviour of students while using the Internet as the underlying
basis. They used the individualised feedback data of students to discover their
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learning behaviour. They developed a novel fuzzy based ontology approach by
combining gravitational search optimization algorithm with fuzzy rules for automatic
ontology generation.
Bhatia & Dixit [30] observed that hidden web pages could be automatically and
efficiently extracted using an ontology and a database that archives semantic
information about objects and their associations.They proposed and implemented a
novel technique for the creation of ontology using form pages.
Rani et al. [4] explored two topic modelling algorithms (LSI & SVD and Mr.LDA)
with the objective of determining the statistical association between a document and
the terms it contains to build, with minimum human involvement, a topic ontology
and an ontology graph. The effectiveness of the proposed approach was demonstrated
through experimental results and was in terms of building richer topic- specific
knowledge and semantic retrieval.
Balakrishna et al.[31] presented a comprehensive and enhanced process to extract
deep semantic information automatically from text resources and speedily develop
semantically-rich domain ontologies while limiting the human involvement to a
minimum. They also presented evaluation outcomes for the intelligence and financial
ontology libraries created semi-automatically by their suggested methodologies using
textual resources freely-available from the Web.
3.3.1. Domain specific ontology development
Domain specific ontology development is a fast growing technique for representing
knowledge, and subsequently utilizing it. Huge amounts of data exist as tables, textual
documents, spreadsheets, etc. However, this data is typically underutilized due to the
fact that modern data processing methods are not applied to it. In countries like India,
decision taking still is based primarily on human intervention. Corroboration by facts
using existing data is still lacking. It is a task to extract terms and establish
relationships from existing texts with the use of minimal domain specific knowledge
for the creation of an ontology[32].
Extraction of relationships in ontological generation and population, which is the
inclusion of new ideas to the ontology, is being researched for the last decade. This
task presents many challenges because different types of methods are required, even
for extracting the same relation from the text. As a result, extraction of relationships
has received a lot of attention in research work of the last decade [33]. Relation
extraction methodologies, generally, fall into three categories:
Knowledge-based techniques: Such methods use rules and patterns created by experts
for extracting relationships from domain-specific data. A major shortcoming of such
knowledge-based techniques is that, being extremely domain-specific, their
applicability in other areas is limited. But then, such methods are effective and yield
good results for well-defined input data.
Supervised techniques: Such methods utilize machine-learning (ML) approaches and
training examples to extract relationships from texts specific to domains. Depending
on the requirement, various algorithms are available in this category, such as
bootstrapping, kernels, logistic regression, augmented parsing methods, etc.
Self-supervised techniques: These approaches are distinguished by their capabilities
of pattern extraction in establishing relationships automatically. Open Information
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Extraction and distant learning are some examples in this category. The former
identifies entity sets and patterns (possible relationships) that occur between such
entities in the domain text, the latter uses certain knowledge bases to identify patterns
for establishing relationships.
3.4.
Ontologies and Knowledge Graphs
Knowledge graphs (KGs) are graph structured knowledge bases (KBs) that “store
factual information in form of relationships between entities” [34]. Numerous
knowledge graphs have been developed in the recent past each containing several
million nodes and several billion edges. Examples include, YAGO [35], DBpedia[36],
Nell [37], Freebase [38], and the Google Knowledge Graph [39].
Information is modeled in knowledge graphs in the shape of entities and the
associations among them. This type of representation of relational knowledge has
been long utilized in logic and artificial intelligence [40], for instance, in semantic
networks [41] and frames [42]. A more recent use has been in the Semantic Web
community with the objective of generating a “web of data” that is machine-readable
[43]. However, this vision has not yet been completely achieved [34].
Ehrlinger and Wöß[44] draw attention to the increased emphasis in knowledge graph
research since 2012. This has resulted in several descriptions and definitions of the
concept (Table 2).
Table -2Selected knowledge graph definitions
Author(s)
Paulheim[45]

Definition
“A knowledge graph (i) mainly describes real world entities
and their interrelations, organized in a graph, (ii) defines
possible classes and relations of entities in a schema, (iii)
allows for potentially interrelating arbitrary entities with each
other and (iv) covers various topical domains.”
“Knowledge graphs are large networks of entities, their
semantic types, properties, and relationships between entities.”

Kroetsch
andWeikum
[46]Journal of Web
Semantics (Special
Issue on Knowledge
Graphs)
Blumauer[47]
“Knowledge graphs could be envisaged as a network of all
kind things which are relevant to a specific domain or to an
organization. They are not limited to abstract concepts and
relations but can also contain instances of things like
documents and datasets.”
Färber et al. [48]
“We define a Knowledge Graph as an RDF graph. An RDF
graph consists of a set of RDF triples where each RDF triple
(s, p, o) is an ordered set of the following RDF terms: a subject
s ∈ U ∪ B, a predicate p ∈ U, and an object U ∪ B ∪ L. An
RDF term is either a URI u ∈ U, a blank node b ∈ B, or a
literal l ∈ L.”
Pujara et al. [49]
“[...] systems exist, [...], which use a variety of techniques to
extract new knowledge, in the form of facts, from the web.
These facts are interrelated, and hence, recently this extracted
knowledge has been referred to as a knowledge graph.”
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Ehrlinger and Wöß[44] highlighted issues about present research associated with
knowledge graphs. Specifically, two basic issues are reported. First, Google’s
Knowledge Graph blog entry is referred to as if it offers a suitable explanation for
creating a knowledge graph. Second, there is interchangeable use of the terms
knowledge graph and knowledge base. This second issue results in the ambiguous
belief that the terms knowledge graph and knowledge base are synonymous, which
leads to confusion as knowledge base itself is used as a synonym for ontology. For
example, the creators of both Knowledge Vault and Google’s Knowledge Graph have
referred to these as large-scale knowledge bases [50]. YAGO is a further example,
which as its name indicates is an ontology, but is called a knowledge base [39, 50]
and also a knowledge graph [51,52].
Likewise, employees of Yahoo [53] do not clearly differentiate between knowledge
graph, knowledge base, and ontology. They assert that their knowledge base is
constructed by associating new entities, associations, and information with their
general ontology. Thus, partial, variable, and probably incorrect information is
transformed into a powerful, combined, established knowledge graph. This indicates
that their awareness of a knowledge graph relates to the prepared knowledge base that
is their ontology population (e.g., instances).
Thus, it is evident that the terms must be clarified explicitly to be distinguishable.
Akerkar and Sajja[54] submitted that a system that is knowledge-based utilizes
artificial intelligence (AI) to resolve problems and is composed of two components:
an inference engine and a knowledge base. In contrast, as stated before, an ontology is
a “formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” [55] that is typified by
high semantic expressiveness necessitated for enhanced complexity [56].
Ontological representations permit knowledge to be semantically modelled, and thus
are typically utilized as knowledge bases in AI applications. Usage of an ontology as
knowledge base assists validation of semantic associations and drawing of inferences
from known facts [56]. Ehrlinger and Wöß[44] emphasized explicitly that an ontology
is not different from a knowledge base. Ontologies can comprise not only classes and
properties but also instances.
Size has been frequently mentioned as a critical feature of knowledge graphs.
Consequently, a knowledge graph could be pronounced to be an extremely large
ontology. Nevertheless, other contributors have highlighted the superiority of
knowledge graphs to ontologies as they offer extra features [47]. Therefore, the
dissimilarity between a knowledge graph and an ontology could be understood either
as a question of quantity or of extensive needs. The second understanding results in
the belief that a “knowledge graph is a knowledge-based system that contains a
knowledge base and a reasoning engine” [44]. Placing emphasis on present
automatically created “knowledge graphs,” additional crucial features can be
identified: “collection, extraction, and integration of information from external
sources extends a pure knowledge-based system with the concept of integration
systems” [44].
Figure 6 depicts the merging of these assumptions, which results in an abstract
architecture for a knowledge graph. A knowledge graph can thus be defined as
follows:
A knowledge graph acquires and integrates information into an ontology and
applies a reasoner to derive new knowledge[44].
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Figure 6. Knowledge Graph Architecture[44]
This definition corresponds to the assumption regarding the superiority and
complexity of a knowledge graph in contrast to a knowledge base (e.g., ontology) as it
uses a reasoning engine to create new knowledge and assimilates single or multiple
sources of information.
3.5.
Machine Learning Methods and Ontologies
A fundamental research area in artificial intelligence is machine learning. The
preliminary motivation was to fit a computer system with an individual’s capacity to
learn to achieve artificial intelligence.
intelligence. A system without the capacity to learn cannot
be considered to be intelligent. Tian et al. [57]conceded
conceded that the “generic form of
machine learning is a knowledge acquisition and manipulation process mimicking the
brain (p. 1).
Different types of algorithms
orithms are utilised in machine learning [58].. These are
summarised in Table 3.
Table -3.
3. Types of machine learning [58]

Machine Learning is a discipline that can contribute in a major way in improving
ontology creation and learning. A classical explanation of machine learning (ML) is
as follows: an experience E teaches the system in accordance with a performance
indicator P if it enhances its performance measured by P after going through the
experience E. ML, traditionally, is based on developing inductive pattern extracting
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methods from the provided data. It goes beyond statistical research for model building
and works with much more complex algorithms to obtain precise and larger models
for the data, which may not be comprehensible to humans any more. ML finds wide
use in areas involving prediction, adaptation, and pattern recognition and extraction.
The relation between ontologies and types of ML algorithms used for learning of
these ontologies is presented in Figure7. The classification method in the figure is
based on update speed and ontology size.

Figure 7. Ontology vs. ML type[58]
Table 4 presents the comparison of the kinds of ML algorithms with types of
ontologies. It is seen that each kind of ontology can be learned by a specific ML
technique.
Table -4 Ontology type vs. ML algorithm used[58]
Type of
learner

Stage of
Learning

Supervised offline

Slow; needs
significant
training data;
highly tuned
resulting
knowledge base
Slow; mostly
training data is not
needed; suitable
for clustering
tasks
Fast; needs
significant
training data to be
available online;
resulting
knowledge base is
moderately good
Fast; no need for
training data;
quality of results
not known

Unsupervised
off-line

Supervised online

Unsupervised
on-line
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Problemsolving
stage
Fast

Type of
Ontology

Comments

Small and
slow (domain
ontologies)

Widespread
current
research

Fast

Large and
slow (NLP
ontologies)

Widespread
current
research

Relatively
slow

Not known

Widespread
current
research

The only case
for large Web
ontologies

Insufficient
research
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3.5.1. Algorithms for Machine Learning
This section briefly summarises different algorithms for machine learning.
Supervised ML algorithms
These algorithms predict on a given set of samples. Supervised ML algorithms seek
patterns inside the value labels given to the data points. Some commonly used such
algorithms are presented below.
Naïve Bayes Classifiers
It is impossible to manually classify a document, web page, email or some such
lengthy text note. Naïve Bayes Classifier ML algorithms help for such applications. A
classifier allocates an element value of a population from an available category. It is a
commonly used ML model grouped by similarities which is based on the Bayes
Theorem. It finds applications in sentiment Analysis, classification of articles on
technology, document categorization, sports, entertainment, etc.
Support Vector ML algorithm
This is used in regression or classification problems in which datasets teach classes to
the SVM so that it classifies any new given data. Data is classified into different
classes by estimating a hyperplane that groups the training data into classes. Among
the many linear hyperplanes, SVM algorithms try to keep the spacing between the
involved classes at a maximum. The probability of good generalization with new data
increases when the line maximizing the class distance is located. These algorithms are
popular in applications like stock market forecasting.
Decision Tree ML algorithm
It is a graphical representation utilizing branching methods to illustrate all possible
conditional decision outcomes. The internal nodes serve as tests on attributes, tree
branches represent the test outcomes, and leaf nodes serve as specific class labels
(decisions made after calculating all attributes). The rules for classification are
indicated by the route from root to the leaf node. These algorithms find application in
finance (option pricing), Remote sensing for pattern recognition, banking loan default
detection, etc.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
ANNs are created using many elements having inputs of magnitude much greater
computational elements having typical architectures. The artificial neurons are
connected in categories that use mathematical modelling to process information
utilizing a connectionist computation approach. The ANNs keep the neurons sensitive
for item storage. They can be utilized for storage of many cases containing vectors of
high dimensions, and the storage is tolerant to distortion.
Unsupervised ML algorithms
In these algorithms, labels and data points have no association. These ML algorithms
arrange the data in clustered groups for describing their structures and make
complicated data appear manageable and organized for study. Unsupervised ML
activity involves the derivation of a function which defines the structure of
unclassified or uncategorized (unlabeled) data. As the illustrative data given to the
learning algorithm is not labeled, no forthright method exists for evaluation of the
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accuracy of the algorithm-generated structure. This feature is a characteristic that
distinguishes unsupervised from supervised learning.
Clustering involves grouping a set of items in a way that items in the same cluster
have more similarity to one another than to items in other clusters. Cluster analysis
finds wide use in market research in analyzing multivariate data obtained from
surveys. Cluster analysis is utilized by market researchers to partition consumers into
various market segments for understanding the relationships among various classes of
customers, both existing and potential. Also, product positioning studies, developing
new products, pattern recognition, and choosing test markets are some typical
investigations aided by cluster analysis.
Automatic Knowledge Extraction
For automatic knowledge acquisition in inductive learning, Akgöbek et al.[59]
presented an algorithm, REX-1. Instead of the decision tree approach, this algorithm
makes use of direct rule extraction and employs a group of examples to generate
broad rules.
Pham &Dimov[60] presented a new algorithm which extracted IF-THEN rules from
examples. An efficient rule searching method is used by the algorithm along with a
simple metric to assess rule generality and accuracy.
Attributes extraction
Liang et al.[61] designed a framework to automatically extract attributes from query
interfaces. Each attribute was extended into a candidate attribute expressed by a
hierarchy tree and described the semantic relation of the attributes. They performed
their experiments in the real-world domain. The outcomes of the study demonstrated
the validity of the query translation framework.
An et al. [62] developed a three-stage algorithm to automatically extract the attributes
for different Web data sources. For a given set of Web data sources, the inner
identifiers are used to obtain the Programmer Viewpoint Attributes (PVAs). Next, the
free text within the query interface is used to obtain the User Viewpoint Attributes
(UVAs). Lastly, the an ontology (WordNet) is utilised to determine the final attributes
(FAs) of each Web data source based on PVAs and UVAs. It must be noted that the
extraction of PVA and UVA, and determination of FA are all accomplished in an
automatic manner.
K-means clustering algorithm
K-means clustering refers to a non-hierarchical method of arranging items various
clusters/groups [63]. A user can define the number of clusters/groups based on the use
case and data under consideration. The K-means algorithm “is an algorithm for
putting N data points in an I-dimensional space into K clusters. Each cluster is
parameterized by a vector m(k) called its mean” [64]. Clustering of data points in the
K-means algorithm is achieved by decreasing the aggregate of the sum of squared
distances connecting the data points and their centroids. The central point to a set of
data points in the data set is referred to as a centroid.
There are several approaches to select the initial centroid. However, in many cases it
is performed through the use of random allocation. The K-means algorithm functions
as follows [64]:
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Initialization. Set K means m(

)

to random values.

Assignment step. Each data point n is assigned to the nearest mean. The guess for the
cluster k ( ) is denoted as the point x ( ) belongs to by k ( ) .
k(

)

=

argmin
d m( ) , x (
k

)

Update step. The model parameters (i.e., the means) are adapted to correspond to the
sample means of the data points they are concerned with.
( )

m

∑ r( )x(
=
R( )

)

Where R( ) is the total responsibility of mean k,
R(

)

=

r

( )

The assignment and update steps are repeated until the assignments do not change.
Ortega et al. [65] summarised the advantages and disadvantages of the K-means
algorithm. Two advantages were evident. First, “The process, which is called “kmeans”, appears to give partitions which are reasonably efficient in the sense of
within-class variance… corroborated to some extent by mathematical analysis and
practical computational experience… Also, the k-means procedure is easily
programmed and is computationally economical, so that it is feasible to process very
large samples on a digital computer” [66]. Similarly, Barbakhand Fyfe [67] described
the benefits of K-means stating that the algorithm is “one of first which a data analyst
will use to investigate a new data set because it is algorithmically simple, relatively
robust and gives ‘good enough’ answers over a wide variety of data sets” (p. 1).
Moreover, Ortega and colleagues [65] summarised the limitations of the algorithm.
These are:
•

The sensitivity of the algorithm sensitivity to preliminary conditions, i.e., number
of partitions, initial centroids, etc. (p. 89)

•

The algorithm’s convergence to a local rather than a global optimum (p. 87)

•

The algorithm’s efficiency (p. 88)

•

The algorithm’s sensitivity to outliers and noise (p. 89)

The application of the algorithm is limited to numerical variables due its definition of
“means” (p. 89)
Maximization-Expectation Algorithms
The Expectation and Maximization (EM) algorithm indicates the application of
alternating maximization to the likelihood function for a mixture of distributions
model. EM is performed at each iteration first through expectation and then by
maximization. Expectation indicates the finding of posterior probabilities for
observations to belong to individual clusters given parameters of the mixture and
individual density functions. On the other hand, maximization indicates finding
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parameters of the mixture maximizing the likelihood function given posterior
probabilities [68].
Welling and Kurihara[69] introduced a new class of “maximization expectation”
(ME) algorithms where they maximized over hidden variables while marginalizing
over random parameters. In other words, they reversed the roles of maximization and
expectation in the classical EM algorithm.
A probabilistic model, p(x, z, θ) is considered in the ME algorithm, where x and z are
respectively observed and hidden random variables, and θis a parameter set, also
assumed to be random [69].
Bayesian K-Means Algorithm
Welling and Kurihara[69] discussed a top-down “Bayesian k-means” algorithm as an
example of the maximization-expectation algorithm. Shouman et al.[70] described the
integrated k-means clustering and naïve Bayes algorithm:

K-means clustering
1. Identify the attributes that will be used in clustering
2. Identify the number of clusters
3. Apply one of the initial centroid selection methods (Inlier method, Outlier
method, Range method, Random attribute method, Random row method)
4. Using Euclidean distance, assign each of the data instances to the cluster which it
is nearest to the centroid
5. Recalculate the centroids of the k clusters
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until there is no change in the centroids.
Naïve Bayes:
1. For each cluster
a. Calculate prior probability for the target attribute
b. Calculate conditional probability for the remaining attributes
3.5.2. Machine Learning Based Ontology
Greenbaum et al. [71] utilised contextual autocomplete to facilitate data entry by
nurses regarding the reason a patient visited the Emergency Department. They
demonstrated a method that encapsulates structured data for almost all patients. They
concluded that enhanced structured data capture, ontology usage compliance, and data
quality resulted from the implementation of a contextual autocomplete system.
Nyberg[72], in her master’s thesis, explored the manner in which the contents of
documents can be used to automatically classify them. She created an RDF schema
for representing documents, sentences and words to prepare the data for the machine
learning analysis. Nyberg [72] concluded that the classification accuracy of the model
is enhanced by the addition of ontology information. Lukyanenko et al.[73] proposed
that conceptual modelling can be utilised to overcome some of the challenges of using
machine learning effectively.
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III.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed approach uses four different kinds of algorithms for automatic
knowledge acquisition, automatic attribute extraction, automatic relationship between
entities, and automatic entity validation. The data collected from various sources is
first stored in a data lake in their native format before being sent, in the form of tables,
to the Intelligent Knowledge Acquisition (IKA) algorithm. Data lakes are present
fashion in the field of data warehousing and analytics. Essentially, a data lake is a
location where data are accumulated in an unprocessed format and can be utilised for
analyses [74]. The IKA algorithm uses three techniques to process the data:
normalization, harmonization, and decision tree construction. During normalization,
the graphical data tables are organized logically and redundant information is also
eliminated. After the completion of the normalization process, the graphical data
tables are sent to the harmonization process. During harmonization, the possibility of
combining data from heterogeneous sources is created. After completing the preprocessing steps, the graphical data tables are further converted to .arff file format for
injecting knowledge to the ontology. The decision tree is constructed through its
attributes and relationship values from the .arfffiles.
Next, the obtained decision tree is sent to the Bayesian K-means algorithm which
clusters and classifies the decision tree. Initially, the clustering of the decision tree is
based on the mean value of the parent nodes. Subsequently, the clustered data is sent
for classification using the Naïve Bayes algorithm. The Naïve Bayes algorithm is
chosen to classify the clustered data as it provides higher accuracy rate than other
existing classification algorithms. The classified result depicts the perfect
classification of attribute for the ontology.
The classified attributes are then injected to the Automated Entity Relationship (AER)
algorithm. The algorithm obtained from the entity relationship based on the classified
attributes. The AER algorithm uses a mapping technique to combine the entity
relationship from the classified attribute. Finally, the obtained entity-relationship
model is sent to the Automated Entity Relationship Validation (AERV) algorithm.
The AERV checks whether or not the obtained model violates modelling rules. Also,
it checks the correctness of the syntax, whether positional conventions were followed
by the model, and finally whether or not the assertion conditions are met. The
proposed validation techniques are highly useful for further knowledge updating
process. Finally, the outcome is developed into an efficient ontology.
The proposed framework is depicted in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Proposed Framework Diagram
The outcomes anticipated from the use of the methodology are summarised in Table
5.
Table -5: Anticipated outcomes
Techniques

Knowledge
Acquisition

Knowledge
Analysis

Knowledge
Representation

Knowledge
Updation

Existing

Knowledge
Base accuracy
(35%)

No automatic
Classification
knowledge
accuracy
representation
(80%)
(20%)

Knowledge
updation
accuracy (45%)

Proposed

Knowledge
Base accuracy
(98%)

Automatic
Classification
knowledge
accuracy
representation
(90%)
(80%)

Knowledge
updation
accuracy (90%)

IV.
CONCLUSION
This paper described the activities undertaken in the early stages of a study which
resulted in a preliminary
eliminary version of a framework for automatically generating a
domain-specific
specific ontology based on existing machine learning
learning algorithms.
algorithms
Several advantages are evident in the proposed approach. The most fundamental is the
use of four algorithms for the various
various stages of the ontology generation. Secondly, the
perfect classification of attributes for the ontology is anticipated from the
methodology. Thirdly, the validation techniques are proposed are anticipated to be of
great use for subsequent knowledge updating processes.
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